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MISSION
OUR MISSION IS TO OPERATE HIGH QUALITY HOUSING, SUPPORT HOUSING
STABILITY AND CREATE INCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
This has been a year of transitions for Mainstay.
One of my first tasks as incoming President was
to support the Board through the recruitment
process for our new Executive Director, after
Brigitte, our long time ED, retired. I’d like to thank
Brigitte for all her hard work and leadership
over the years, helping to build Mainstay into an
incredibly strong and caring organization. Her
commitment and connection to our tenants was
evident with the outpouring of gratitude from our
partners, funders, staff and tenants.
I also want to welcome Gautam as our new ED.
He was a strong choice for the Board and has
quickly
developed
a
deep understanding of
Mainstay and a passion
for our tenants. He has
provided leadership and
innovative thinking as he
steered the Board through
strategic planning this
year. The Board and staff
have invested a significant
amount of time this year
on strategic planning: working to consider our
previous success and how to build on that with
the opportunities that may be available for growth
and future development.
Our new strategic plan will be released in the
fall, and will set in motion a three-year plan to
continue to strengthen the organization and be
more responsive to the needs of our tenants.
The plan was influenced by the results of our
first tenant Community & Belonging survey, codesigned by tenants, to capture tenants’ sense of
connection and inclusion where they live.

As Drew says, it has been a very eventful year for
Mainstay.
My year with Mainstay started in October, when I
succeeded Brigitte Witkowski. I thank the Board,
staff, tenants, our funders and our partners for the
very warm welcome. In addition, thanks to the
Board, and Drew in particular, for your support to
me in this new role.
Although I started in October, Mainstay has been
hard at work on a number of projects throughout
the year, including developing a Social Impact
Bond, delivering on an ambitious and multifaceted Quality Improvement
Plan, implementing a survey
to ask tenants about their
sense of community and
belonging, and developing
a tool to help us understand
our tenants’ perception of the
care they receive.
Excellent projects like these
are examples of Brigitte’s
leadership and energy to ensure sustained
excellence at Mainstay. Our future successes will
only be achieved thanks to the solid foundation
upon which they are built.
Shortly after I joined Mainstay, we undertook
the development of a new strategic plan. After a
process which included extensive consultation,
the Board approved a new mission statement and
strategic directions in May.

This has been a year of reflection and transition,
and I look forward to working with the Board, our
staff and tenants to build Mainstay into a strong
inclusive community.

It is an exciting time at Mainstay, and in the broader
social housing sector. Our new mission statement
and directions are featured throughout this Annual
Report and I am looking forward to engaging all
of our stakeholders in the implementation of our
new directions.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Drew Baillie
President

Gautam Mukherjee
Executive Director
MAINSTAY ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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MAINSTAY EMBARKS ON A
NEW STRATEGIC PLAN
For the past five years, we’ve been following a strategic plan that described four strategic goals
that focused our attention on enhancing the quality of our services, building stronger partnerships,
communicating and celebrating the impact of our services, and ensuring sustainability.
We achieved many notable milestones by pursuing this strategic plan, but now it’s time for a new plan
that will guide our development for the next three years.
Coming out of our strategic planning process is our new mission
statement:

Mainstay Housing’s mission is to operate high
quality housing, support housing stability and
create inclusive communities.
The term “inclusive communities” speaks to the origins of supportive
housing, which was created to support people who had been living
in institutions and were now to be supported to live in the community.
In the current Mainstay context, creating inclusive communities
refers to the work we do to create cohesion and community among
our tenants within our buildings.
“Inclusive communities” also refers to the fact, as shown in the
responses to the Community and Belonging Survey, that most of our
tenants use or engage with many resources in their local communities.
Going forward, Mainstay will play a greater role in creating inclusion
of our tenants in the neighbourhoods in which they live.
Our communities are diverse communities that are inclusive of
marginalized groups. Part of our role, a way we can add value, is the
animation of anti-oppression/anti-stigma and mutually supportive
community norms.
In addition to the renewed mission statement, the Board also
approved three specific directions that will form the basis of our
strategic planning.
They are:
• Improve the quality of the Mainstay tenant experience
• Secure our foundation
• Implement innovative housing solutions

DEMOGRAPHICS
OF MAINSTAY
MEMBERS
Tenure in 2016-2017
Mainstay
UNDER 1 YEAR

9%
Tenure in Mainstay
10+ YEARS

43%

UNDER 1 YEAR

9%

1-3 YEARS

15%

1-3 YEARS

15%
4-6 YEARS
21%

10+ YEARS

43%

4-6 YEARS

21%

7-9 YEARS

12%

7-9 YEARS

12%

Where Mainstay
Tenants Moved From
Where Mainstay
Tenants
5.5% Moved From
TRANSITIONAL
HOUSING

TRANSITIONAL
HOUSING
HOSPITAL

PRIVATE
TCHC MARKET

3% 2%

PRIVATE

TCHC MARKET
5.5% 3%
5.5%
2%
HOSPITAL

5.5%

SHELTER

43%
SHELTER

43%

SHARED
ROOM/
BOARD

19%
SHARED
ROOM/
BOARD

NO PRIOR

ADDRESS
19%(HOMELESS)
22%
NO PRIOR
ADDRESS
(HOMELESS)

DEVELOPING OUR NEW MISSION

22%

16 -24 YEARS
In developing our renewed mission and new directions, we consulted both broadly and deeply
to ensure
YEARS
we were focusing on the right things. Our consultations, which took place from January to1%
May25-34
2017,
8%
16 -24 YEARS
included:
1% 25-34 YEARS
55+ YEARS
• An environmental scan, to identify issues that could affect our future
42%
8% 35-44 YEARS
• Interviews with external key informants, including funders, sector leaders, researchers
and advocacy 17%
55+ YEARS
Age Groups42%
groups
35-44 YEARS
17%
of
our
Tenants
• Consultations with staff
Age Groups
• Several focus groups with tenant members
of our Tenants
45-54YEARs
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33%

45-54YEARs

33%

As described on the previous page,
our new strategic directions are to
improve the tenant experience,
to secure our foundation and to
implement innovative housing
solutions.
Below are some
examples of how the latter two
directions relate to some of our
current work and what they will
mean going forward.

2016-2017 QUALITY DASHBOARD
INDICATOR

2015/2016
TOTAL

2016/2017
TOTAL

# Serious Incidents

6

5

% Tenants at Risk for
Hoarding

34%

7%

# New Level 1 WRAP
certifications

37

35

# Tenant attendances in
internal programs

14,604

14,390

% Evictions Avoided as
a Percentage of Notices

96%

98%

Average Cleanliness
Score (%)

87%

87%

% Tenants on Track to
Meet Service Goals
(Rent Supplement,
Streets to Homes,
Veterans)

91%

94%

% Acceptances

55%

57%

Access

Average Business Days
from Referral
to Lease Signed

28

20

Tenant
Centred

% Applicants who
refuse an offer

32%

31%

% Offers Declined by
Mainstay

11%

12%

% Serious Issues
Service Providers
Respond to
Within 24 Hours

96%

99%

# Emergency
Department Visits for
Tenant Members with
Complex Needs

24

42

% of Tenant Members
with Complex Needs
Linked to Primary Care

95%

95%

DIMENSION

Safe

SECURING OUR FOUNDATION

In order to continue implementing
a successful supportive housing
operation, we must be sure we
have a solid base. In pursuing this
direction, Mainstay has purchased
new
property
management
software
that
will
support
better
financial
management
and reporting, and allow more
responsive property management,
thereby
improving
customer
service for tenants. In the coming
year, the new software will be
brought online. Other examples of
future initiatives that fall under this
new direction are the development
of an asset management plan and
seeking new opportunities to
integrate or collaborate with other
organizations to achieve greater
efficiency and tenant service.

IMPLEMENT INNOVATIVE
HOUSING SOLUTIONS

Mainstay has a well-deserved
reputation for innovation, and
this will continue under our
new strategic plan’s direction to
implement innovative housing
solutions. In 2016/17, for example,
we continued to develop our
proposal for obtaining a Social
Impact Bond, as described in last
year’s annual report, so that we
will be ready to implement our
program if and when it is approved
by the Ontario government. Going
forward, under this direction we
will seek to expand our asset base
and develop new housing.

Effective

Integrated
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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF THE
MAINSTAY TENANT EXPERIENCE
As described on the previous pages, one of the three key directions in Mainstay’s new strategic plan is
to improve the quality of the Mainstay tenant experience. An example of action we will take under this
direction is to implement improvements to our tenant support model.

Tenure in Mainstay

Although the direction is newly stated, it’s something
we’ve been working on for years. This Annual
UNDER 1 YEAR
Report highlights three recent projects, the Aging in9%
Place project, the Primary Health Care Study,
and the Community and Belonging project, which are good examples of how we have been working
1-3 YEARS
toward the goal of improving the tenant
10+ YEARS experience.

15%

43%

AGING IN PLACE

4-6 YEARS

21%

Margaret is 63 years old, with complex physical as early as age 40 and require a significant amount
health needs, many of which resulted from years of coordinated services if they are to age in place
of homelessness. She has been living in Mainstay successfully.
Housing for eight years and has learned how to7-9 YEARS
In response, last year Mainstay initiated the Aging
maintain a successful tenancy. She participates12%
in community activities and has friends in her in Place project, a multi-sector collaboration
building that provide comfort and support. But comprising supportive and transitional housing
now, because of her changing physical needs, she providers, providers of seniors, addiction and
community services, mental health and addiction
is afraid she may no longer be able to continue
Where Mainstay
serviceFrom
users, and a university student. The project
living independently.
Tenants Moved
seeks to find solutions to the aging in place needs
TRANSITIONAL
PRIVATE
Margaret is, in fact, a composite of manyHOUSING
tenant TCHCofMARKET
those who reside in or are eligible for supportive
5.5% 3%
members at Mainstay and other supportive
housing
by finding ways to equip supportive
2%
SHELTER
housing organizations. In 2016-2017,
75%
of
housing
providers
and other stakeholders with
HOSPITAL
43%
Mainstay tenant members were 45 years
of age or knowledge
and tools to respond to this growing
5.5%
older. This aging population will require the sector need.
to invest additional resources to support such
To date the working group has identified key
tenants, if they are to age in place successfully.
elements of an Aging in Place framework for
SHARED
The Aging in Place project, like theROOM/
Primary
Health
supportive housing, identified stakeholders for
BOARD
Care initiative described below, 19%
builds on the consultation, conducted a review of relevant
groundbreaking 2011 study Forty is too Young literature, and drafted survey and key informant
NO PRIOR and
to Die, produced by the Early Onset Illness
questions. Over the coming months, the working
ADDRESS
(HOMELESS)
Mortality Working group, which was also
initiated group will administer the survey, and conduct
22%
and led by Mainstay. The study showed individuals
focus groups and key informant interviews with
who reside in or are eligible for supportive housing stakeholders, prepare a report on its findings and
die on average 25 years younger than the general launch the report.
population. They experience age-related illnesses
16 -24 YEARS

1%

25-34 YEARS

8%

55+ YEARS

42%

35-44 YEARS

17%

Age Groups
of our Tenants
45-54YEARs

6

33%

OPPOR TUNI TIESLIVEHERE
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PRIMARY HEALTH CARE STUDY

Prompted by the Forty is too Young to Die report, in
2014, Mainstay undertook a comprehensive study
designed to understand and respond to the unmet
health care needs of our tenant members, discover
integration opportunities with partners, and
increase staff skills and support tools. Under the
guidance of the Primary Health Care Engagement
Committee, many of the study’s findings resulted
in action during 2016-17.
A final tally of results from the Primary Care Survey,
which was distributed to 758 tenant members and
completed by 255, showed that:
• 61% were in good, very good or excellent
health;
• 25% were in average health;
• 14% were in poor health;
• 12% indicated that they experience breathing
difficulties; and
• 12% experience diabetes.
Many tenant members used the ‘other’ section to
disclose concerns about physical ailments such as
poor circulation, hypertension, or back and joint
pain.

Based on the survey results, the Committee
identified three priority areas for staff to act upon:
• 33% of respondents requested followup from a
Supportive Housing Worker; and the committee
agreed that it is important to meet with these
tenant members to discuss their needs. Of
those requesting a follow-up visit, further
investigation showed that 38 were linked to a
support agency and 26 had no such support.
Supportive Housing Workers arranged case
management meetings for the former group,
and referred tenants who had no support to
resources in the community that could address
their needs.
• While 18 Mainstay buildings have programs
to address the needs identified in the survey,
the survey identified common health concerns
in specific properties. In response, SHWs
facilitated workshops and information sessions
in those specific properties on topics including
housekeeping, stress reduction, budgeting to
reduce financial stress, fire safety and healthy
eating. In many Mainstay buildings, a Toronto
public health nurse has provided information
sessions on smoking cessation, colon cancer,
diabetes and nutrition.
• Finally, the Committee decided that it should
conduct community mapping specifically for
health care needs surrounding our properties.
To address this, placement students visited
community health centers and researched
health care services. Brochures were created
for specific properties and the students visited
seven properties, sharing the information with
the tenant members.

MAINSTAY ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF THE
MAINSTAY TENANT EXPERIENCE
COMMUNITY AND BELONGING

Another example of how we have sought to improve the quality of the Mainstay tenant experience
is the Community and Belonging Project, which asks our tenant members about their experience of
community and belonging while living in Mainstay Housing.
The process to develop the project has been documented in previous annual reports: the formation of
a steering committee that included tenant members, the undertaking of a pilot project in 2014-15, the
development of a survey and analytical software, and the testing of the survey in two further pilots.
The survey was rolled out to Mainstay tenant members starting in December 2016 and 43% of the 780
surveys distributed were returned.
In 2017, the committee will conduct a more in-depth analysis, including investigating correlations between
responses and geography, building size and other features.
While analysis of the survey results is ongoing, we have identified three broad themes from our initial
review. The surveys are providing us valuable information about out tenant members, identifying areas
for improvement in our services, and pointing us to areas in which we need to do further consultation
with tenants.

ABOUT OUR TENANT MEMBERS
I know who to contact
when I need assistance.

41%

10%
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

1%

1%

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

I feel that I could live anywhere
as a successful tenant.

43%

13%

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

3%

AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

2%

4%

3%

(3% NOT SURE)

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

28%
AGREE

46%

STRONGLY
AGREE

(3% NOT SURE)

F1a
The responses to the survey show a tenant population
that is largely independent, engaged and able to
F4
direct its own care, as illustrated by the graphs above and below.

The percentage who
participate in the following activities
outside of their building community,
since living at Mainstay:

56%

43%

VISITING
FAMILY/FRIENDS

VISITING
LIBRARIES

20%

19%

WORKING
AT A JOB

8

ATTENDING
FITNESS CLASS
/GYM/EXERCISE
GROUPS

OPPOR TUNI TIESLIVEHERE

33

%

VISITING
COMMUNITY
CENTERS

10%
ATTENDING
SCHOOL

32

%

When I am facing problems with my
tenancy or other issues, I play an
active role in solving the problem.

31

VOLUNTEERING

ATTENDING
CHURCH

15%

15%

OTHER

16

%

NONE OF
THE ABOVE

E1A

%

NEVER

3

%

RARELY

SOME OF
THE TIME

35% 40%
MOST OF
THE TIME

ALWAYS

6%
F4

AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Responses to questions about the quality of
Mainstay’s services and buildings were mostly
favourable. However, some responses indicate the
need for Mainstay to work on safety, involvement
of tenants in decision-making and participation in
Mainstay building-based activities.

I feel I am involved in the
decision-making process at Mainstay.

23%

AREAS FOR FURTHER CONSULTATION

The survey results, while extensive, demonstrated
that there is still much we need to learn about
how our tenant members define quality. For
example, we need to determine more accurately
the services tenant members would like Mainstay
to provide, additional steps we could take to
help them feel included both in their buildings
and local communities, whether tenant members
value participation in Mainstay activities, and ways
we can provide meaningful opportunities for
engagement.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

16%

DISAGREE

28

%

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

17%

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

AGREE

5%
STRONGLY
AGREE

12%
D8

I would describe the safety
of the community I live in as:

24%
VERY
UNSAFE

4%

UNSAFE

3%

SOMEWHAT
UNSAFE

11%

SOMEWHAT
SAFE

33%

SAFE

23%
VERY
SAFE

(2% NOT SURE)

B3 - safety

MAINSTAY ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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INVESTING IN TENANTS:
THE OPPORTUNITY FUND

6
2008

2009

14

$11,000

$11,000

$7,293

$4,716

$1934

$3,491

$3,212

$11,405
2007

$3,089

$2,849
4

10

$12,247

TENACITY PAYS OFF

Opportunity Fund
Amounts Awarded Annually

“It was a struggle to get through this course,” Edward
says. “It was a truly wicked final exam – but I actually
got it!”

32
24

24

Edward, who is fluent in eight languages, says he will
brush up on his business English, French and Chinese.
He then wants to find an administrative job in the
financial sector.

2017

“I will spend the balance of this year making myself
more oriented toward workplace preparation,” he says.
“This means on-going skills development, so that I can
put myself in front of a prospective employer credibly.
I have to approach those business entities that have
Diversity Outreach programs.”

19
13

13

2012

2013

8
2010

2011

2014

Number of Recipients

“Edward” used his Opportunity Fund grant to take
the Investment Funds in Canada course through the
Canadian Securities Institute. He recently received his
certificate for successfully completing the course.

2015

2016

“The Opportunity Fund is one of the best parts of living
in Mainstay Housing, certainly for me, at least,” he adds.
“I have lived here for 14 years, I have attended ten of the
Annual General Meetings, and I watched this housing
entity evolve and become ever more truly supportive
of its tenants.”
10
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CRYSTAL SPARKLES AS JEWELRY DESIGNER
“Crystal” is a self-taught jewelry designer with complex mental and physical health issues. In 2016, she
used an Opportunity Fund grant to start her jewelry business, buying beads and other inventory needs
and printing business cards.
Making jewelry is more than just a business, however. “My mental health issues are non-existent when I’m
working with my beads,” she says. “Making my jewelry puts me in my happy place. When I’m working, I
feel creative, positive, peaceful and one with myself.”
Her first year was a success, as she sold her hand-made pieces on-line at etsy.com. This year she will use a
second Opportunity Fund grant to purchase more inventory, set up a stall at farmers’ markets and church
bazaars, add her creations to her Instagram and Facebook accounts, and set up a Linked In account.

MANY STEPS ON SEBASTIAN’S ROAD TO RECOVERY
“Sebastian” joined Mainstay in 2016. Since then, he has successfully maintained his tenancy and is
starting to attend the community development programs within his residential building.
Early in 2017, Sebastian was approved for a Mainstay Opportunity Fund grant, which he used to enroll
in the Culinary Foundations Program at George Brown College. He is thoroughly enjoying it; he wants to
be a good role model for his children and eventually to become a chef at his own restaurant.
As with many Mainstay residents, it’s been a hard journey for Sebastian. He suffered both physical and
mental abuse throughout his childhood, and he was eventually put into foster care.
Several years later, he moved to Toronto to make a fresh start. He lived on the streets for a couple of
years before being approached by a Streets to Homes outreach worker, who helped him find housing
at Mainstay. After ten years of being homeless, Sebastian was happy to have a safe place to live and call
home.
Sebastian and his Supportive Housing Worker have developed a trusting relationship and he is currently
working on improving his physical and mental health. Recently, Sebastian disclosed to his SHW that he
has two children in foster care that he has not seen in three years, since they were babies. At Sebastian’s
request, the SHW investigated and located his children. With the SHW’s help, it will now be possible for
Sebastian to enjoy bi-weekly visits with his children.

Major Community Development Activities:

933
NUMBER
OF EVENTS:

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ON AVERAGE:

22

622
NUMBER
OF EVENTS:

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ON AVERAGE:

10

SOCIAL EVENTS

FOOD PROGRAMS

(COFFEE DISCUSSION GROUPS, BBQS, CELEBRATIONS,
GAMES, ART GROUPS, MOVIE GROUPS, DECEMBER
SEASONAL, SUMMER PICNIC, OUTINGS)

(COMMUNITY KITCHENS, BREAKFAST CLUBS,
TENANT SUPPORTED FOOD PROGRAMS)

52
NUMBER
OF EVENTS:

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ON AVERAGE:

7

EDUCATION/INFORMATION
SESSIONS

309
NUMBER
OF EVENTS:

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ON AVERAGE:

6

MONTHLY BUILDING
MEETINGS

44
NUMBER
OF EVENTS:

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ON AVERAGE:

4

COMMUNITY
GARDENING

1

NUMBER
OF EVENTS:

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
ON AVERAGE:

52

ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
D1A
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BRIGITTE

VISION

QUALITY

LEADER

IMPACT

“INSTRUMENTAL IN CONVINCING
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO
REENGAGE ON SOCIAL AND
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.”

“A PASSIONATE AND
FIERCE ADVOCATE”

“COMMITTED TO INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF
AFFORDABLE AND SUPPORTIVE HOUSING”

A MENTOR!

SUPPORTIVE

KNOWLEDGE

STRONG

“AN INSPIRING LEADER”

CHALLENGER

COMMITTED

“SUPPORTIVE HOUSING SECTOR
WOULD NOT BE AS STRONG
WITHOUT HER CONTRIBUTION.”

For almost 20 years, Brigitte Witkowski has been a transforming force not only at Mainstay Housing but
also throughout the national supportive housing movement.
Brigitte took over as Executive Director of Mainstay
Housing in 1997. At the time, the organization was
struggling to define its role. Under her leadership,
Mainstay has evolved from a property developer
and property manager to a comprehensive housing
and support program. It is now the single largest
dedicated mental health supportive housing
provider in Ontario, delivering support and housing
to 1,000 people living in Mainstay’s 867 units in 41
apartment buildings across Toronto, as well as in
109 scattered units under the Supportive Housing
for People Living with Problematic Substance Use
program.
In addition to her accomplishments at Mainstay,
Brigitte was active in the larger supportive
housing community. She was a co-founder of
HomeComing Community Choice Coalition,
addressing NIMBYism and discrimination in
housing, and the creator of “Beyond the Key to
the Front Door,” a guide to supporting successful
tenancy of those often called “hard-to-house.” She
presented this workshop to over 700 participants
in 80 organizations.

12
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Brigitte has shared her knowledge by serving
on many boards and sector tables in the wider
community mental health and housing sector. She
was on the Board of the Canadian Housing and
Renewal Association, the national voice for social
housing and homelessness, from 2011 to 2017,
serving two years as President. A few of the other
board memberships have included Houselink
Community Homes, Addictions and Mental
Health Ontario, the Ontario Non-Profit Housing
Association; ConnexOntario, Sherbourne Health
Centre and the Wellesley Institute. She also sat
on the Mental Health Advisory Committee of the
Mayor’s Taskforce on Toronto Community Housing,
and Access Point’s Integrated Access Steering
Committee.
Since 1999, Brigitte played an integral role on the
Toronto Mental Health and Addictions Supportive
Housing Network. The Network, which comprises
all the organizations delivering supportive housing
in Toronto, has implemented many sector-wide
initiatives aimed at transforming a sector of many
organizations into a system.
There is no question that Brigitte has contributed
a great deal to the community mental health and
housing world and has done it with drive, energy
and passion. She has made a difference.

2016-2017 FINANCIALS

0.55%
1.94% 0.77%

OPERATING REVENUES $15,272,980
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and
65.24% Ontario
CMHC and OCHAP

0.55%
1.94% 0.77%
18.65%

Addiction Rent Supplement
3.07% MOHLTC
Housing Program
7.18% Toronto Central LHIN Support Funding

2.59%

Toronto Central LHIN - Service Recipient Supportive
2.59% Housing for People with Problematic Substance
Use Program (SHPPSUP)
18.65% Rental Income Tenants
1.94% City of Toronto Streets to Homes

65.24%

18.65%
7.18%

2.59%
3.07%
7.18%

0.55% Other Grants (Royal Canadian Legion)
0.77% Resource Generation & Other

65.24%

3.07%

OPERATING EXPENDITURES $15,272,980

0.87%

12.12% Support to Tenants
22.97% Building Operations and Maintenance

7.47%

2.60% Replacement Reserve
5.55% Addiction Rent Supplement Housing Program
-1.55% Organizational Reserve
Services (Admin, Finance and IT
10.54% Corporate
Services including board expenses, AGM)

12.12%

0.87%

10.54%
7.47%

12.12%
22.97%

22.42%
10.54%

22.97%

6.49% Mortgage Interest
22.42% Depreciation/Amortization
10.54% Utilities
7.47% Municipal Taxes
0.87% Insurance

CAPITAL PLAN AND BUDGET

22.42%

10.54%

6.49%
10.54%
6.49%

2.60%
5.55%
-1.55%
2.60%
5.55%
-1.55%

We invested $1,393,754 in property improvements. These included boiler replacements at 4 sites, exterior finishes at 8 sites, retaining walls and
exterior walkways remediation at 5 sites and a roof replacement.
Audited Statements available upon request.
MAINSTAY ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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MAINSTAY TEAM *
Years of
Employment
at Mainstay:
5-9 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20-24 years
25+ years

10 15

TENANT
AND MEMBER
SERVICES:
Lisa Airst

Rowena Baggot
Michael Binful
Alison Burton-Williams
Levi Duong
Sarah Durant

Happy
Anniversary!

Kimberley Ellsworth

5 5 years
5
15years
10 10

Yanina Garcia

10 15 155years

Nadiya Eroshok
Osman Gelle
Stephen Gray
Andrea Gutowski
Mohamed Hassan

BUILDING
SERVICES:

Teresita Bagorio10 15
Randy Baldwin
Agustin Barahona
Wayne Bisnath
Medardo Cabebe
Lucy Cardosa
Beth Elenzano
Enise Etienne
Aleksy Ivanov

Luzio
5
10 15 George
Desmond Marrett
Adam Mercer
Teresa Rivas

Michelle Kaustov
Jessica Loucks

5 Elisha McLasky
Parvin Merchant
15 5Mikanik
10 Alireza
Marijana Milinkovic
Nickey Pathay
Azad Pervez
Volletta Peters
Joshua Petrie

FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION:
Lillian Diamantakos
Troy Diaz
Alana Francis
Sara Genoves
Shirley Hyre
Alexandra Johnstone
Tina Le
Tony Le-Catequista
Executive Director:
Gautam Mukherjee
Executive Assistant:
Nancy Sugar

DONORS:

Thank you to our generous
corporate and individual donors.
FUNDERS:

Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation;
City of Toronto;
Employment and Social
Development Canada;
Ontario Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care – Housing;
Royal Canadian Legion Ontario
Command;
Toronto Central Local Health
Integration Network
IN MEMORIAM FOR TENANT
MEMBERS WHO PASSED AWAY
IN 2016-2017:
Brettany Biggs, David Biggs,
Lance Karl Bonnici,
Edward Bourque, George Boutsalis,
Patricia Cull, Rodney Dundas,
Donna Hannon, Hai Lam,
John McCracken, Gary McKerral,
Peter Neidhardt, Bradley Scott,
Ovril Thompson

Math Radfar
Katherine Salinas
Jeffrey Stevenson
Sharon Williams

Myriam Sanz

10 15

5 Frank Sarantidis
Olimpia Start
Dominic Szuch

14

OPPOR TUNI TIESLIVEHERE

*as of June 1, 2017

THE BOARD

Back row: Irina Sytcheva, Linda
Russell, Leslie Gash, Drew Baillie
(President), Selvin Williams (VicePresident), Gautam Mukherjee
(Executive Director)
Front row: Marlene Shortt,
Deborah Egan, Carole King, Peggy
Mooney, Steve Tsao (Treasurer)

Absent:
Marko Trivun

Monica So

Halina Dekker

Gord Singer

MAINSTAY ANNUAL REPORT 2016-2017
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550 QUEEN STREET EAST, SUITE 150
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5A 1V2
TEL: 416-703-9266
FAX: 416-703-9265
TTY: 416-703-9267
WWW.MAINSTAYHOUSING.CA
CHARITABLE REGISTRATION NUMBER:
119258440 RR0001

